
How Pharmaceutical Marketers  
Can Put the Human Back Into Digital  
To engage healthcare professionals (HCPs) and compete in a tech-enabled world, teams need  
a combination of sophisticated analytics, technology platforms and customer empathy. But as 
pharmaceutical companies double down on their use of data and marketing technologies, they’re at  
risk of neglecting what actually empowers and delights HCPs. To make matters worse, the very people 
responsible for customer relationships—brand managers, medical affairs teams and sales —are increasingly 
marginalized in defining the brand/educational experience, making it more difficult to connect with 
customers later on.

During an interactive workshop with more than 60 pharmaceutical industry marketers and medical leads,  
we heard that this is a growing issue. When polled, the majority agreed or strongly agreed that “Brand/
medical teams need to have more representation at the table when it comes to defining the customer 
experience.” Clearly, this is a challenge that our industry needs to face head on.

There are several ways to begin remedying this, but one of the most important is how teams interact and 
leverage customer experience and perspective. To that end, brand and medical affairs teams need to play  
a greater role in defining the customer experience at the get-go to design human-centered experiences for 
customers (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Brand and medical affairs teams need to play a greater role in defining the customer experience
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Another critical element for teams to consider includes how teams understand customer needs within 
their outreach strategy. This includes research into what HCPs want and prefer in their communications 
versus what teams have traditionally done. These digital approaches, in short, are relationship extenders, 
not replacements, within the customer experience.

But how can teams start leaning in on customer experience feedback if the product strategy is already  
in the late stages of development? There are a few principles, tools and techniques teams can use to bring 
in customers and their perspectives earlier into the omnichannel development process:

• Seek the view of typical users, not top experts

• Improve team access to customers’ perspectives

• Get comfortable with small, regular feedback vs. monolithic research

Sharing these customer insights with a wide range of teams—including medical affairs, brand and 
marketing—can help inform better outreach strategy across all touchpoints, keeping humans and 
empathy at the center of any new or evolving omnichannel strategy. 

So whether you’re a new biopharmaceutical firm building your HCP omnichannel experience from zero, 
or an established team looking to turn your customer experience into a competitive advantage, we can 
support. Syneos Health can help you bridge the “customer experience gap” in your organization,  
delivering real, measurable impact for your teams.
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